
Golden Rules  
 

The Golden Rule (The Original) 
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you 

 

OTHER GOLDEN QUOTES 

Truth, like gold, is to be obtained not by its growth, but by washing 
away from it all that is not gold. 
-Leo Tolstoy 
 

All narrative voices--but especially the voices in true narratives--are themselves fictions.  The 
world of nonfiction writing is divided between those who know this and those who either don’t 
or else deny it--a division that is roughly contiguous with that between writing that’s worth 
reading and writing that’s not.  
- Lawrence Weschler 
 

Always tell the truth. It’s the easiest thing to remember. 
-David Mamet 
 

Fairness, Transparency, Justice 
-The motto of the American court system: 

 
Give more than you take 
-Printed on a totebag I saw yesterday 

 

ADVICE FROM RADIO EXPERTS 

Joe Richman, Radio Diaries 

The Test: Imagine sitting next to the people in your story while they listen 
Emotional Truth is as important as the fact-based kind. 

 

Jay Allison, Transom.org  

Be a fair and decent human being. Be able to defend your choices publicly if necessary, both to 
the subject of the story and to the world.  

 



Jad Abumrad, Radiolab 

Ask the questions you're ACTUALLY interested in.  

 

Robert Krulwich, Radiolab 

It has to be as beautiful as you can make it.  
Be stubborn… the stubborn ones get to stay.  
Would you be willing to sit across from the person in your story and play it for them?   

 

The Kitchen Sisters 

Your microphone is a stethoscope 

 

Ben Walker, Theory of Everything 

Be ready to deal with the consequences of recording your friends and loved ones.  

 

Alix Spiegel, NPR / Invisibilia 

Be transparent about how you see the story - so that people have all of the information in front 
of them and can decide whether and how to participate.   

 

Alison MacAdam, NPR 

Never assume people care. You have to make them care.  

 

Marianne McCune, Independent Producer  

Say what you mean 

 

Ben Shapiro, Independent Producer 

Know what you want your story to do in the world 



Jonathan Kern, NPR 

Edit and mix your story honestly — never pretend or give the impression through your 
production that you were somewhere you weren't, or spoke to someone personally when the 
recording was made by someone else.   

If you add music, use it to punctuate your story, not manipulate listeners emotionally.   

 

Sarah Koenig, Serial 

If something you put in your story, no matter how good it is, if it makes you feel weird (guilty, 
slightly ashamed, and psychically itchy), listen to your discomfort, and leave it out. Even if you 
have the "right" to put it in, even if, journalistically, it's ethical, and it's legal, if you feel 
uncomfortable, leave it out.  

Be a mensch. Sacrifice being clever in favor of being kind.  

 

Nick van der Kolk, Love and Radio 

Except for maybe total sociopaths, everyone has a moral code, no matter how dubious their 
morals might appear to the outside world.  

 

Glynn Washington, Snap Judgement 

Never. Be. Boring.   

"The Sleep Test" - If you think it's gonna keep you up at night, wondering if you did the right 
thing -- don't do it. But if you did it -- stay up that night, and figure out how you're gonna make it 
right.  

 

Dave Isay, Storycorps 

Don’t be an asshole.  (There are a lot like this.. But think Dave said it best) 

Be straight-up with your subjects. Do what you say you’re going to do (including sending them 
copy of the story). 

 

Linda Lutton, WBEZ education reporter 

I constantly remind to myself of who my boss is and why I have a microphone.  I say it to myself 
just about every day: "I Work for the Public."  So I ask myself, does the public need to know 
about this? And Why?  



Alex Kotlowitz, independent journalist/author/producer 

When dealing with regular people, i.e. private individuals as opposed to public, remember that 
we're there at their invitation.  

Tell your subjects what will be in the story and give them an opportunity to respond. 

 

Deborah George, NPR /Radio Diaries 

You have to fall in – and out – of love with your subjects 

 

Ira Glass, This American Life 

Make stuff you yourself would be willing to listen to. That's the main "do unto others" Golden 
Rule as far as I'm concerned.  
Don't say anything shitty about anyone on the radio without giving them a chance to respond. 
Objectivity is impossible but you can always achieve fairness.  
Start the music underneath your story in the middle of the rising action.  
Whatever is said immediately after you lose the music sounds extra important.  
Write like you actually talk, not like the way you kid yourself that you talk, you fake-sounding 
SOB.  
If you're performing badly on the mike, it's because you're not relaxed enough. To fix it just 
lower the pitch of your voice.  
If the piece isn't working, do another interview.  
To write a good ending go back to the beginning, or tell one more anecdote or kill the last piece 
of tape and paraphrase it in script.  
Killing a mediocre story is victory. Killing a mediocre story is making room for an excellent story. 
Most stories want to be dull and it's only through an act will they become anything but.  
You don’t have to compromise the truth to tell a good story. 


